
From: Environment Canterbury

Sent: Thursday, 3 March 2022 7:03 pm

TO: Have your Say

Subject: Submission on draft Annual Plan 2022/23

Anonymous User just submitted 'Draft Annual Plan 2022/23 submission' with the responses below.

First name

tomas

Last name

zahradka

Email address

Suburb

Leithfield, Leithfield

Phone number

Are you submitting on behalf of an organisation?

No, I'm submitting as an individual

Which age category are you in?

40-64 years old



Do you wish to speak to your submission at a Council hearing?

NO

Which bus fare structure option would you like to see trialled?

I don't have a preference

Tell us more about why you support the selected bus fare option.

NONE. We don't live in fascist or communist society (i hope). In free capitalist society based on merit

this is insane waste resources on obsolete socialist ideas.

Just look at any major city world wide. It's expensive,

inefficient and distilled misery. Stop stealing money from people and redistributing them to your friends

"for greater good".

Any other comments on bus fares?

Buses should be fully 100% sustainable from their own profits. If it's not sustainable close it. Subsidies

kill innovation and prevent emergence of ideas that would be far more effective

Is borrowing and repaying through general rates the right approach for this regionally significant

event?

No

How else might we pay for our share of this work?

Use the funding that's being wasted on buses and "climate" crazy projects. 1 think the region needs

flooding control far more than cycling trails and similar crap for few privileged people.

How do you think recovery from flooding of this scale - events that impact state highways, bridges,

rail and power for example - should be funded in the future?



same how it was done before. There is plenty of money collected - more than ever, but it's wasted on

the ideas of the crazy doomsday cult of global warming. Councilors should be personally responsible and

fully accountable for mismanagement of ratepayers funds.

Which option for distribution of rates in Ashburton River rating district do you support?

Option 2 (status quo): Keep the current distribution of rates in the Ashburton River rating district.

Any other comments on flood protection in Ashburton?

It's happening all the time and it's an annual thing for millennia. Why is it still a surprise and why noone

bothers to check geological evidence and use that for planning?

Would you support a levy to accelerate action in response to climate change?

NO

Any other comments on future funding for responding to climate change?

Show me at least one single objective experiment that can be replicated in laboratory conditions that

would prove that humans or let alone C02 have ANY effect on climate. This lie was repeated so often

and so long everybody just blindly believe. There is 0.0018% increase in CO2 over 150 Years - HOW does

that make a difference taking in account ALL known properties of C02? And I'm not sure if you've been

outside much lately - it's not getting any warmer past 20 years.

Any other comments on Environment Canterbury's draft Annual Plan or other matters?

Yes, please study physics and learn scientific method and principles.

https://www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/science-fair/steps-of-the-scientific-method . As

you can see from NASA satellite surveillance the CO2 concentrations are actually pretty low - low

enough to affect food production. And the biggest concentrations are in California, New York, Germany,

France, UK, AFRICA and of course Ukraine, Russia and India but all dwarfs infront of China. New Zealand

doesn't even register.

Upload any supporting documents (if applicable)



https://s3-ap-southeast-2.amazonaws.com/ehq-production-

australia/25e93acea6c782fdda9e507d464c260559ee5041/original/1646287389/746b8472f80762e7586

clbd85713f433 C02 map.ipg?1646287389

Where did you hear about the consultation?

Postcard
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